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analyst A psychoanalyst.

analyze
Consider in detail and subject to an analysis in order to discover essential
features or meaning.
Analyze a chemical compound.

applicant
A person who requests or seeks something such as assistance or
employment or admission.
A job applicant.

appraisal
A formal assessment, typically in an interview, of the performance of an
employee over a particular period.
The report has been subject to appraisal.

appraise Assess the value or quality of.
He appraised the situation carefully before acting.

approximation An approximate calculation of quantity or degree or worth.
Newspapers gave only an approximation of the actual events.

assess Evaluate or estimate the nature, quality, ability, extent, or significance of.
All empty properties will be assessed at 50 per cent.

assessment The action of assessing someone or something.
The assessment of educational needs.

calculation
An assessment of the risks, possibilities, or effects of a situation or course
of action.
Finding ways of saving money involves complicated calculations.

censor Subject to political religious or moral censorship.
The report had been censored in the national interest.

critically To a potentially disastrous degree.
A designer spoke critically of capitalism.

depreciate
Reduce the recorded value in a company’s books of (an asset) each year
over a predetermined period.
The dollar depreciated again.
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dissect Methodically cut up (a body or plant) in order to study its internal parts.
An animal s eye can be easily dissected.

estimate
Judge tentatively or form an estimate of quantities or time.
It is estimated that smoking causes 100 000 premature deaths every
year.

evaluate Evaluate or estimate the nature quality ability extent or significance of.
How do you evaluate this grant proposal.

evaluation Act of ascertaining or fixing the value or worth of.
An initial evaluation of the programme.

examine Question or examine thoroughly and closely.
The customs agent examined the baggage.

feasibility The quality of being doable.
The feasibility of screening athletes for cardiac disease.

gauge Measure the dimensions of an object with a gauge.
When dry the assemblies can be gauged exactly and planed to width.

guess Put forward of a guess in spite of possible refutation.
He guessed the right number of beans in the jar and won the prize.

measure
Measuring instrument having a sequence of marks at regular intervals
used as a reference in making measurements.
The states retain a large measure of independence.

plumb Adjust with a plumb line so as to make vertical.
The tower of Pisa is far out of plumb.

pricing The evaluation of something in terms of its price.

speculate Form a theory or conjecture about a subject without firm evidence.
My colleagues speculate about my private life.

statistic
A fact or piece of data obtained from a study of a large quantity of
numerical data.
He was just another statistic.

underestimate
An estimation that is too low; an estimate that is less than the true or
actual value.
The government has grossly underestimated the extent of the problem.

undervalue A price below the real value.
His truck was sold at an undervalue.

valuation The monetary worth of something, especially as estimated by a valuer.
He set a high valuation on friendship.

valued Having value of a specified kind.
A valued friend.
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yardstick A measure or standard used for comparison.
On what kind of yardstick is he basing his judgment.


